
Listenpony: Ensemble WOW @ The Rag Facory
Monday 2 March 2015

19:30

ruth crawford seeger

Preludes Nos 1 and 5

louis johnson

A Meditation on Fear (call for scores winner)

freya waley-cohen

Little Poisonous Snakes (text: see 5 Landay)

meredith monk

Ellis Island

20:00

josephine stephenson

violence-silence-voice (text: Ben Osborn)

poul ruders

3 Letters from an Unknown Soldier

olivier messiaen

Louange à l'Éternité

20:30

tansy davies

Destroying Beauty (text: John Clare)

hovik sardaryan

Madrigal (text: Ruzanna Voskanyan) (call for scores winner)

william marsey

Crisis Poem (text: Sam Riviere)

21:00

aphex twin Nanou 2

set from Tor Cesay

Ensemble WOW
mezzo soprano Rebecca Hardwick / Katie Slater

oboe Eleanor Tinlin

cello Gabriella Swallow

piano Christina McMaster



from By Himself by John Clare
troubling the corn fields with destroying beauty

the different greens of the woodland trees

the dark oak the paler ash the mellow lime

the white poplars peeping above the rest like leafy steeples

the grey willow shining chilly in the sun

as if the morning mist still lingered in its cool green

5 Landay trad. Pashto womens’ folk poems, trans. Eliza Griswold /Asma Safi
I dream I am the president.

When I awake, I am the beggar of the world.

Your eyes are not eyes. They are bees.

For their sting I can find no cure.

I’ll make a tattoo from my lover’s blood

and shame every rose in the green garden.

O darling, you are just like America;

You are guilty, but I apologize

Is there not one man brave enough to see

how my untouched thighs burn my trousers off me



crisis poem by Sam Riviere
In 3 years I have been awarded

£48,000 by various funding bodies

councils and publishing houses

for my contributions to the art

and I would like to acknowledge

the initiatives put in place

by the government and the rigorous

assessment criteria under which

my work has thrived since 2008

I have written 20 or 21 poems

developed a taste for sushi

decent wine bought my acquaintances

many beers many of whom have

never worked a day in their lives

how would you like to touch my palm

and divine how long my working

work has been mostly I watch films

and stare and try to decide what

to wear speaking as a poet I would

rather blow my brains out than run

out of credit as the biographer

of the famously unresolved

50s poet-suicide has commented

capital is the index of meaning

anything is better than stealing

from the Co-op with a clotted heart

without it you don’t survive



Madrigal by Ruzanna Voskanyan, trans. by author
I want to forget you, you, you,

as shadows forget to smile,

and footsteps forget to scream in the twilight...

It’s raining, it’s snowing under the table...

A shadow with horns has caught my feet

and it is bursting out laughing with voice of dying stars...

I know everything ends in one day:

a smiling mouth is only distorted

and the wind becomes so close

that you hug her and go away...

I want to forget you, you, you.

It’s raining, it’s snowing under my coat...



violence-silence-voice compiled by Ben Osborn from Warwick students blog
this is the abridged, sung text. view the full text at:
josephinestephenson.com/voice-silence-voice-full-text/

i

DECEMBER Wednesday, and in

2014, and

tasers, and ache

sprayed, threatened

with traumatic regime. by fight institutions.

occupied university for confusion,

that contrived inflicting

The searing series

everything of

violence

murdering our COMMENTS

slammed captured lives

fee violence police brutality

their opportunity alienation

will commodify that information

lied the reputation.

We this unbelievable Campus

we Brutality informed.

ii

Anaemic light

tragically revealing

an everything anguished,

arrested university silenced.

We join yesterday,

we die

unspoken

iii

We of struggle

we December,

we the in surge,

we of protests. still strong,

effectively pushed

realised ourselves

refused helplessness.

the events footsteps

to order debate.

The continue

the from

The together;

The Will thousand-strong in us,

we happen.



We thank Ideastap for supporting this concert.

Our next event is on 12 May, with Tamsin Waley-Cohen and The Hermes Experiment.

Visit our website listenpony.com or follow us on twitter @listenpony for more

information.


